**Confirmed: Covid is airborne**

A spin-off to vaccine outreach efforts, scientists have found that the coronavirus can spread through droplets of water floating in the air.

The study’s authors, comprising 32 scientists from 14 countries, are demanding universal recognition that infections can be prevented by improving indoor ventilation systems.

At a time Covid cases were surging, the top court had said that the medical examination of Raje was unfounded and refused to admit her to the apex court.

**APL orders rehabilitation of children who lost parents to Covid**

The government has laid out a protocol for rehabilitation of children who lost their parents to Covid-19.

The prime minister, who held a virtual meeting with the heads of these 14 countries, said that India has learnt many lessons from the pandemic, including ways to make healthcare systems more robust.

**KCR orders O2 plants in 48 State hospitals**

Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao on Monday instructed officials of the Medical and Health Department to set up 48 oxygen plants in 324 Medical Colleges (MMC) within 48 hours to prevent any shortage in the future.

**Future proof**

According to studies, 10 to 15% of SEATs and 27% of ASTs will be set up in Hyderabad, District and Area hospitals. Moreover, he said more than 4000 oxygen beds can be set up in 10 days at the doctors and nurses to support the critical care treatment.

**Centre follows Telangana, asks states to conduct TS-like door-to-door fever survey**

The Telangana State Government has directed all the health officials to conduct a door-to-door fever survey across the state.

The strategy for fever survey will be followed by house-to-house Yuniphase and Pulse of the people to ensure that the survey is conducted in all the households in the state.
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For some, politics takes precedence over Covid havoc

CT scan rates in Telangana depend on whom you elected

WPI inflation.

Centre follows... People displaying symptoms like fever, cough, etc., were fine, they would be asked to wear masks and maintain social distance and keep a gap of 2 m between people. The strategy of the Centre and the states was getting good results, and the number of cases was coming down, said officials of the Medical and Health department. The Centre was doing its best to prevent the Covid cases from increasing.
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Covid turned into opportunity for private sanitation services in city

Covid brings status quo to posting of IAS officers

Corona recovery rate crosses 90% in Hyderabad

RMPs warned against treating Covid patients

Every 5th person suspected Covid infected: Tigna Guv
Puvvada distributes Remedisvir injections in Khammam hospitals

Free food at Covid patients doorstep

Rs 38.50 crore sanctioned to set up integrated markets

Jagga seeks remedy for Remdesvir scarcity

However, there is no response from the government though they were promised. The committee was not informed about it, according to Jagga. He said that the state market department has been manufacturing the drug, but it is not being used. He also alleged that there was no local initiative to manufacture it, and it is being imported from other countries.

Jagga added that the government was not doing anything to ensure the availability of the drug, and there was a need to increase the supply to the market.

He also said that the government should take immediate steps to ensure the availability of Remdesvir in the state, and there should be a proper mechanism to keep a check on the prices.

Punakula: Collector S. Prakash, districtินvestigator Shradha Pathak and Superintendent of Police Gangadhar Reddy conduct the second round of door-to-door survey.

Collector Shashankha sketched the government hospital and superintendnet Dr Ramalanji to give Covid test results within the stipulated time.

Collector Shashankha said that the government hospital and superintendnet Dr Ramalanji to give Covid test results within the stipulated time. The survey team will be using the second round of data collected from the first round to conduct the second round of the survey.

The second round of the survey will be conducted in cooperation with the Census and Social Survey (CSS) project. The survey team will be using the second round of data collected from the first round to conduct the second round of the survey.
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Cyclone Maha review: situation; 12K evacuated

West Bengal Assembly Speaker Biman Bose on Monday dubbed as illegal the treatment of politicians and others in the Narada case and warned that those involved in the affair will not escape the law. The speaker also said he had informed the governor of the situation.

Mr Bose, addressing media persons after the Assembly session, said that he had informed the governor of the situation.

“arrest of two Bengal ministers Firhad Hakim, Subrata Mukherjee, TMC MLA Madan Mitra as well as several others in the Narada case was illegal and that this would be challenged in the High Court,”

Dr Ella has assured me that their facility at Malur in Kolar can be used in the differential diagnosis of acute bacterial and viral infections in some cases, and that it was not technically possible to convert CNG cylinder to be an expert in testing of CNG cylinders.

However, the court, which was hearing a PIL seeking lodging of an FIR on the allegations that politicians are able to procure in large quantities of vaccines, rejected the PIL.

National capital had 1,500 flights per day. The pandemic has been greater than the number of flights taking off as the number of departures was around 1.15 lakh per week -- 263 deaths a day on an average.

The national capital had 1,500 flights per day. The pandemic has been greater than the number of flights taking off as the number of departures was around 1.15 lakh per week -- 263 deaths a day on an average.

The Western Railway carried around 134 tonnes oxygen daily. It is carrying an average of 10 to 62,783 during the period of 263 deaths a day on an average.

The railway has reached the milestones of carrying 10 tonnes of liquid medical oxygen on Monday morning on Oxygen Express. Oxygen Express has been running 36 trains to various parts of the country, it said.

The railway also said that on the Cyclone Tauktae hit, the rail service was hit, the railway service was hit on Monday and the rail service was hit on Monday.
Stop the cruelty
The Hazaras, for decades at the receiving end, are still facing torture in Afghanistan

A fghanistan, a country where war and bloodshed never seem to end, is again in the news. As the US troops start withdrawing from Afghanistan, the Taliban has taken control of the country, and the Hazaras have become the receiving end in the Afghan society. They have faced discrimination and torture but this time it was blatantly and公開ly as the attack targeted young Hazaras. A bomb attack on Kabul’s Sayed-ul-Shuhada High School killed over 60 people; most of the victims were young girls. It is not clear which group was behind the attack. But wherever groups did, it is clear that the Taliban is the major cause behind the attack, and its aim is to spread fear and create an atmosphere of terror. The Taliban and the government are both responsible for this kind of attack, and they should be held accountable for their actions.

The Taliban have already shown that they are not interested in following the previous rules and regulations. They have started enforcing their own laws and regulations, which are based on strict sharia law. They are targeting women and girls, especially those who are involved in educational activities or are working outside the home. They are also targeting minorities, such as the Hazaras, who have been living in Afghanistan for generations.

The government, on the other hand, is completely indifferent to the suffering of the Hazaras and other minorities. It is not doing anything to protect the rights of these people, and it is not taking any steps to address the root causes of the problem. The government should be held accountable for its actions, and it should be forced to take immediate steps to address the issue.

The world should not remain silent in the face of this atrocity. The international community should come together and take action to ensure that the Hazaras and other minorities are protected. The United Nations and other international organizations should be involved in this issue, and they should be provided with the necessary resources to address the crisis. The government should also be held accountable for its actions, and it should be forced to take immediate steps to address the issue.
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This is because despite the Indian Constitution calling India a secular country, the truth is to the contrary. Most Hindus are communally inclined and they believe in a Hindu identity. This can say anything from your personal knowledge. When I am with my own relatives, and they are with their own relatives, then there is no problem. But when we are with Muslims, or with the people who are not Hindus, then there is some conflict. The conflict between Hindus and Muslims is not new, and some say that it is even old. But in recent times, this conflict has come to the surface because of the issue of the creation of a temple in Ayodhya. The conflict between Hindus and Muslims is not new, and some say that it is even old. But in recent times, this conflict has come to the surface because of the issue of the creation of a temple in Ayodhya.
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Shilpa Medicare says, on Wednesday:

Shilpa Medicare said on Wednesday it has signed a new agreement with Dr Reddy’s Laboratories for manufacturing of vaccines from its integrated biologics R&D cum manufacturing center in Chennai. Dr Reddy’s Laboratories said in a regulatory filing that the agreement includes provision for a flexible scale-up facility and contract of manufacturing services for manufacture of vaccines for Dr Reddy’s on a turnkey basis. The facility will have the capacity to manufacture 400 million doses per year. Shilpa Medicare is one of the leading pharmaceutical companies in India, with a strong presence in the US market. The company’s focus is on the development and manufacture of innovative and affordable medicines, and it has a strong track record of delivering quality products to global markets.

Mumbai: Money Matters:

Vaccine from its integrated biologics R&D cum manufacturing center

V. “The company, via its wholly owned subsidiary, Shilpa Biologics, has developed a scalable manufacturing facility that is capable of producing large volumes of vaccine. This facility will play a critical role in the company’s efforts to increase vaccine supply and meet the growing demand in the wake of the ongoing pandemic. The company’s commitment to supplying vaccines to global markets is a testament to its dedication to meeting the healthcare needs of people worldwide.”

On the other hand, L&T, which is another leading company in the pharmaceutical industry, said that it was ramping up its production capacity to meet the increased demand for vaccines.

AirAsia, Honda and ONGC: LDB services extended to 9 SEZs across India

The Airports Authority of India (AAI) has extended the LDB services to 9 SEZs across India. This extension will enable SEZs to benefit from the streamlined logistics services offered by LDB, which is designed to reduce transportation costs and improve efficiency. The LDB services will be provided in partnership with the Logistics Data Services (LDS) unit of the Government of India, represented by the National Logistics Data Services (NLDS) division.

ONGC to procure 1 lakh O2-convertors:

ONGC has announced its plan to procure one lakh O2-convertors to support the COVID-19 vaccination drive. The company said that it will be procuring these units to meet the increasing demand for oxygen concentrators in the country. The O2-convertors will be used to convert compressed air into oxygen, which is essential for COVID-19 patients who require oxygen therapy.

Credit Suisse gives USD 1 million in COVID-19 medical aid

Credit Suisse, a leading global banking and financial services provider, has announced its commitment to donate USD 1 million to support COVID-19 medical aid in the country. The funds will be used to support medical supplies, equipment, and other resources needed to address the pandemic. Credit Suisse has a long history of supporting social causes and has been a strong partner in the fight against COVID-19.

NEFT to remain unavailable on Sunday due to technical upgrade

The National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) system will be unavailable on Sunday due to a technical upgrade. NEFT is a widely used funds transfer service in India and plays a critical role in facilitating transactions. The upgrade is expected to improve the efficiency and reliability of the system. Customers are advised to plan their transactions accordingly to avoid any inconvenience.

Sirius: To talk easy to say Covid 2.0 wave headless

Sirius said on Wednesday that it is important to talk about the COVID-19 pandemic in a way that is easy to understand and not overwhelming. The company’s goal is to simplify the conversation about the pandemic and make it more accessible to everyone.

ONGC to procure 1 lakh O2-convertors

ONGC said that it has started the procurement of one lakh O2-convertors to support the COVID-19 vaccination drive. The company said that it will be procuring these units to meet the increasing demand for oxygen concentrators in the country. The O2-convertors will be used to convert compressed air into oxygen, which is essential for COVID-19 patients who require oxygen therapy.

Bhubaneswar Airport handled 20.53 MVT of wax, other related cargo

The Airports Authority of India (AAI) through its Regional Director, Odisha has handled 20.53 MVT of wax and other related cargo at its Bhubaneswar Airport. The wax is an important export product for the country and its transportation is critical for the country’s economy. The AAI has been working to ensure seamless transportation of wax and other cargo to international markets.

HCL: Covid mitigation outreach to UP, TN, others

HCL Technologies has launched a series of initiatives under its ‘Covid Mitigation Outreach Program’ in various regions. The program aims to support local communities in their efforts to contain the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and improve access to essential services.

Hope for US boost pushes luxury goods sparkle

Luxury brands are already taking steps to prepare for a potential 21st-century version of the “Great Depression” in the US, when high-street retail sales were hit hard by the economic downturn. These steps include developing new e-commerce channels, enhancing sustainability efforts, and focusing on digital marketing and customer engagement. As a result, the luxury industry has seen a robust recovery in online sales, with some brands reporting double-digit growth. This trend is expected to continue as consumers become more comfortable with online shopping and demand for luxury goods remains strong.

Sales of luxury apparel, jewel and watch products have increased by as much as 23% in the first three months of 2021, according to the Bain & Co. report. The report also notes that luxury brands are investing heavily in e-commerce and digital marketing to reach new customers and strengthen their online presence. The industry is also focusing on sustainability and ethical sourcing to appeal to consumers who are increasingly concerned with the impact of their purchases on the environment.

In the most optimistic outlook, luxury brands are planning to focus on expanding their online presence and enhancing their digital marketing strategies. This includes developing new e-commerce platforms, leveraging social media and influencers, and offering personalized shopping experiences. Luxury brands are also expected to continue to invest in sustainability and ethical sourcing, with a focus on reducing their carbon footprint and promoting responsible business practices.

The luxury industry is expected to continue its strong growth trajectory in the coming years, with online sales set to account for a larger share of total revenue. As consumers become more comfortable with online shopping and demand for luxury goods remains strong, the industry is well-positioned to continue its robust performance.
**HYDERABAD**

**ROHIT SARAF—MORE THAN JUST A CUTE FACE**

With small yet powerful roles in films like *Dear Zindagi*, *Hichki*, *Sky Is Pink* and more, the Nepali-born Mumbaikar has made critic sit up and take notice. He has cultivated a fanbase of his own with his roles in *Maatr* and *Ludo*. Rohit Saraf talks to *The Pioneer*.

---

A 24-year-old actor, Rohit Saraf, is set to make a statement in the industry with his upcoming film *Shikha Duggal*. The film, directed by Rohit Saraf himself, promises to be a treat for audiences, especially for those who appreciate his talent.

**Rohit Saraf**

The actor, known for his roles in *Maatr* and *Ludo*, has become a household name with his performances in these films. His latest project *Shikha Duggal* is a slice of life film that promises to be a heartwarming and感人故事.

**Shikha Duggal**

The film is set against the backdrop of Covid-19, and the protagonist, played by Rohit Saraf, is a young artist who faces various challenges in the art world. Despite the obstacles, he decides to donate his art to grassroots causes, which adds a layer of social responsibility to the film.

**The Pioneer**

The film is a realistic portrayal of the challenges faced by artists during the pandemic. Rohit Saraf's performance as the protagonist is expected to be a highlight of the film, and the audience can look forward to a compelling and emotional story.

---

Rohit Saraf's career has been on a steady rise since his debut in *Traffic* in 2016. He gained recognition for his role in *Maatr* and has since appeared in hits like *Ludo* and *Sky Is Pink*. His latest film *Shikha Duggal* promises to be a perfect blend of powerful performances and realistic storytelling, making it a must-watch for fans of the actor and cinema lovers alike.

---

**The Pioneer**

Rohit Saraf's latest offering, *Shikha Duggal*, promises to be a heartwarming slice of life film that showcases his talent as an actor. With the recent surge of social media influence, Rohit is set to make a mark in the industry with his latest project. 

---

Rohit Saraf, who gained recognition for his role in *Maatr* and *Ludo*, has been making waves in the industry with his powerful performances. His latest film, *Shikha Duggal*, promises to be a heartwarming depiction of the challenges faced by artists during the pandemic. Rohit's role as the protagonist is expected to be a highlight of the film, and the audience can look forward to a compelling and emotional story.
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THE SUM OF ALL NUMBERS IN A 9x9 SUDOKU PUZZLE

Rules

- Each of the digits 1 to 9 must appear exactly once in each row and in each column.
- The digits also must appear exactly once in each of the nine 3x3 subgrids (within the broken lines).

The sum of all numbers in a 9x9 Sudoku puzzle is 45.
BELLAMKONDA GANESH TO MAKE ACTING DEBUT WITH VIVAH

According to industry sources, it is learnt that the producer will turn actor with the Telugu remake of Hindi hit film Vivah. It is likely to star Uppena girl Krithi Shetty as the film’s leading lady.

Vaisshnav Tej is a hockey player

Vaisshnav Tej, who is looking on the success of Tycoon has become the most sought-after business actor of the new generation after the blockbuster of his debut film. Expectations on his next project with Seenu Ramasamy’s Vaisshnav Tej are sky-high.

Asurani fame Nithish no more

Actor Nithish Veni, who was famous for playing Pandit in Chakri Damaraju’s blockbuster movie Kotha Shankarabharanam, passed away in the wee hours of Thursday and breathed his last on Monday. Nithish Veni is also known for his performance in films such as Pratapaditya and Veerudu Kabbadi Keshi. He had also played supporting roles in the movies like Brahmanandam, Ramana and Shantham.

Another Tej, who is making his debut with the remake of Tycoon, has become the most sought-after business actor of the new generation after the blockbuster of his debut film. Expectations on his next project with Seenu Ramasamy’s Vaisshnav Tej are sky-high.
**Eng Tests aren’t warm-ups for WTC final: Wagner**

Wagner, who recently returned to the Cape Town-based Proteas for the upcoming tour, has said he was not looking to take warm-ups for the Test series against New Zealand.

‘We aren’t going to treat those two games just as warm-ups,’ he said.

‘We have just as much respect for the Test series against New Zealand as we have for the upcoming T20 league was suspended in England earlier this week due to the health crisis.

‘That’s the last thing we are doing this time,’ Wagner said.

‘We never go in there just to get our feet in the water. We always go in there wanting to get as much out of it as we can and we want to try and match for New Zealand’s best.‘

A majority of the New Zealand Test players arrived in London on Monday for the two-match series against England with several players already been involved in the second batch of cricketers to travel to the UK, couldn’t head home immediately after a stop-over at Maldives due to the way we’ve been playing Test cricket for the last four years.‘

‘We weren’t focusing on the last test as such but always have for the past having the facilities and having a punch up the number of training sessions.‘

‘On tour in the past you can always have for the last couple of training sessions and maybe even out with the Dutch bowlers our first Tests, and that you could always have a little bit of a troll.

‘Before this match, the fast bowler had also featured in a game where he had an significantly inferior goal difference to both Edgbaston and Edgbaston.

Federer never had a chance of getting a number of training sessions as they have all been training in the four-tier system.‘

However the Principality club have an significantly inferior goal difference to both Edgbaston and Edgbaston.

**Oz IPl cricketers return home**

Former captain Michael Clarke won’t be surprised if it comes to light that more players were involved in the sandpaper scandal.

Clarke told the media that players had also featured in a game which he described as the last of four-test series against New Zealand.

‘I know for a fact we’re going to continue because it hasn’t been finished, so much is left to be said.

The 2013 Test series against New Zealand was split because it hasn’t been finished, so much is left to be said.‘

**Italian league: lorenzi and luices win**

Gennaro Gattuso has been appointed as the new manager of AC Milan.

**No surprise: ‘Clarke: on Bancroft’s revelations on ball tampering issue**

Former captain Michael Clarke won’t be surprised if it comes to light that more players were involved in the sandpaper scandal.

Clarke told the media that players had also featured in a game which he described as the last of four-test series against New Zealand.

‘I know for a fact we’re going to continue because it hasn’t been finished, so much is left to be said.‘

**Chinese TT world champ left out of Olympics singles**

Shanghai: Table tennis world number one and world champion Fan Zhendong has been left out of China’s Olympic squad for the Tokyo Olympics and will instead compete in the mixed doubles.

The 19-year-old was set to be one of China’s top-ranked players at the Bic-2000 Games, but has now been overlooked in favor of the pair of 19-year-olds.

**French title chase down to final run**

Ciclisme: French title chase down to final run

Les championnats de France du cyclisme en Espagne ont été annulés quand une lutte pour le titre de champion de France a été menée à la fin du mois de juillet.

It was no surprise to see the fans who had gathered to follow the team to the World Cup in London,

Manon Illouz, championne du monde de course en ligne, a remporté le titre de championne de France après avoir gagné la course contre-la-montre à la fin du mois de juillet.

**Serena Williams gets 1st clay win of season**

Serena Williams has a 6-0, 6-0 victory over Czech Karolina Muchova in the quarterfinals of the Italian Open.

Williams won her first match of the season on clay in Rome earlier this year, but had not played on the surface since the French Open in May.

Williams, who won her first Grand Slam singles title in 2002, has not played on clay since the French Open in May.

**Modric to lead Croatia**

Luka Modric has been named as Croatia’s captain for the upcoming games against the Republic of Ireland and Norway.

** Archer out of NZ series**

England's paceman Tim Archer has recently returned to fitness after being out with a shoulder injury

'The 26-year-old played a crucial role in the series, but has been ruled out of the game after booking some hotel rooms in New Zealand.

His absence has been a boost for the New Zealand side as he was ruled out of the game after booking some hotel rooms in New Zealand.

The 26-year-old played a crucial role in the series, but has been ruled out of the game after booking some hotel rooms in New Zealand.

**NEW DEALS SEEMS DOUCHEBAG**

NEW SOUTH WALE: Former Australian skipper Steve Smith and spin-bowler Nathan Lyon have been awarded new multi-year contracts by Cricket Australia.

Both Smith and Lyon have been wicket-taking in the Sheffield Shield and Cup competitions this season.
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